The Incas – Mapping It Out!

The Incan Empire included parts of several modern-day countries in South America, including Peru, Ecuador, Chile, Bolivia, and Argentina. There were many cities in this Empire, some of which survive today! Create a map detailing the Inca Empire in the 1400s.

Color the following water features **BLUE** and label them **PURPLE**
- Atlantic Ocean
- Lake Titicaca
- Pacific Ocean

Draw and label the following mountain features **BROWN**
- Andes Mountains

Label the following desert **ORANGE**
- Atacama Desert

Label the following countries **GREEN**
- Argentina
- Bolivia
- Chile
- Ecuador
- Peru

Color the countries listed above **YELLOW**

Label Cuzco (*) – **BLACK**

Label Machu Picchu (•) – **BLACK**

Include a Compass Rose in your Key along with all the colors used on the map

**Helpful maps can be found:**
- Textbook – pg. 480
- Holt Atlas – pg: 78–79
- Nystrom Atlas – pg: 48–49

**Key**